Kitchen accessoires
Press Release
Bathroom accessories from Naber for more efficiency and
relaxation
The expertise of kitchen planners is often required in another living area: in the
bathroom. Even more so than the kitchen, the bathroom is designed for speed in
everyday routines and slowness in relaxation phases. Both can be achieved in a
very stylish way: with high-quality bathroom accessories from Naber. The brochure
of the same name is available in a new edition as a print version and can be
downloaded from naber.com.
For the daily use of accessories in the bathroom, it is important to have things quickly
and routinely at hand. Naber offers intelligent and flexible organisation systems for
drawers, optionally with characterful real wood elements in light oak or black ash as
well as with versatile sets or individual elements made of plastic. The storage space
in the bathroom, which is usually limited, is optimally used.
Light influences the mood
The shelf systems embody openly visible aesthetics in a clear design language and,
like the drawer elements, guarantee reliability in everyday life and maximum
flexibility. Like the metal "Light Shelf Board", the "Cubo" shelf system can be
integrated into individual lighting concepts - together with colour-changing LED lights
and illuminated shelves.
As a technical platform, Naber has developed the LIC LED system, which can be
used to create an activating or relaxing room atmosphere as desired. In addition to
the lights, function converters and control units such as the colour change remote
control are integrated into the system.
Elegance and optimum functionality
The fundamental atmospheric factors also include shapes, colours and materials.
The perfect balance between naturalness and elegance is shown in the NABERCONTURA® ceramic countertop washbasins in the colours white, slate grey and
black. With their clean lines and excellent functionality, the faucets in the ARMATE®
range bring a lively balance to the bathroom furnishings.
The indispensable range of surface-mounted, flush-mounted and corner sockets
from the growing CON-AKTIV® programme also exudes a touch of sophistication.
However, the wealth of accessory ideas for bathrooms is only truly complete with

the diverse, reliable mounting material, without which wellness and relaxation would
simply not be possible.
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Naber GmbH
A dynamically growing company within the
kitchen accessories sector. More than 3,500
accessories items belong to the product range.
Numerous internationally recognised design
awards underline the innovative power of the
family-owned business which is successful for
decades.

Management
Hans-Joachim Naber is the tireless driving
force behind the development and realisation
of innovative products.
Ingrid Naber unerringly controls the areas human
resources, organisation and finance.
Lasse Naber shapes the future direction of the
company with drive and vitality.
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